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Executive Summary
Eastwood Comics was an ambitious,
impressively organised project which showed
vision and leadership in its planning and
considerable commitment to achieving project
aims through high-quality delivery of the
project programme, events and outputs. There
is no doubt that the project had considerable
and lasting impact on all those who engaged
with it.
The benefits of this project are most clearly
seen in the 21 participants who took the
Eastwood Comics programme. The outcomes
are impressive and feedback shows that the
project’s major aims – to develop artistic skills,
build confidence, civic pride and appreciation
of Nottingham’s literary heritage – were amply
met for the cohort which took the Eastwood
Comics programme, which was well-designed
and rigorous. Lesson plans show that the
promised elements of the programme’s
thematic focus were all delivered, and to a high
standard. This was partly due to the judicious
selection of project partners, and impressive
project leadership. Additionally, elements of
the project promoted youth leadership. Young
ambassadors for the City of Literature were
given a platform at the project symposium
and one result of this was their Manifesto for
Change, which clearly inspired all present. Their

manifesto was also transcribed to ensure it
reached audiences beyond the symposium itself.
The 21 programme participants themselves
are well-positioned to lead in the future, since
the project had a very positive impact on them.
There is evidence of improved confidence and
increased consciousness of their city’s social,
literary and cultural heritage. Opportunities for
leadership amongst this group were slightly
under-developed: there is no evidence that
they co-produced the symposium as planned,
or that they actively promoted project events
and exhibitions. A shortage of the lead teacher’s
time also made it difficult to achieve the goal
of programme participants achieving a Silver
Award. Nonetheless, the opportunities for
leadership remain ripe for future development.
The Eastwood Comics project has made this a
strong likelihood.
The project also reached groups of beneficiaries
that were named in the original bid to HLF.
Amongst these were teachers, who were
inspired by the combined focus on local literary
heritage and artistic endeavour. Teachers were
impressed by the workshops and stated in
feedback that the symposium inspired them
to try out the techniques they saw in their
own classrooms. One school also stated that
it will engage with two of the museums who

ran workshops in the symposium. Once again,
the ambition to engage more young people
with museums is one which is hard to judge
in the short term, but there is no doubt that
this project has moved Nottingham closer to
this goal. Pupils who attended the symposium
were younger than anticipated, highlighting
an opportunity to consider the potential to
engage pupils with literary heritage from
a younger age. Primary schools have more
capacity to engage with the museums sector
than secondary schools, and this is especially
true of year 5 pupils (before the more restrictive
SATs preparation during year 6). Year 5 pupils
unexpectedly benefited from the symposium
and this is learning for other projects in this
vein. Curators benefitted greatly from day two
of the symposium, networking and sharing good
practice as well as reflecting together on ways
of encouraging young people to feel welcome in
museum and heritage spaces.
It is unlikely that this project achieved its
(commendable but perhaps over-ambitious) aim
of recruiting, and engaging 60% of participants
from low-income households. Correspondingly,
whilst pupils at the symposium came
from a wide range of backgrounds, the
cohort of 21 pupils and students were less
representative of Nottingham’s demographic.

The Recommendations section of this report
suggest ways of avoiding and addressing the
underrepresentation of low-income and BAME
participants in this, and in future projects which
are underpinned by a commitment to widening
social engagement with literature, heritage and
museums.
In summary, this project is impressive in its
design, scope, delivery and ambition. Egalitarian
and visionary in its scope, it is a model of its
kind. It over-delivered in many respects, but
even where it slightly under-delivered, the
outcomes, methods used and benefits gained
offer exceptional value for money as well as
being of lasting cultural value.
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About the project
Eastwood Comics was designed to engage
young people with local heritage by inviting and
supporting them to reflect on and imaginatively
interpret the life, work and times of the
Eastwood-born and Nottingham-educated
writer D.H. Lawrence. The project represented a
partnership between Nottingham UNESCO City
of Literature and Pop Up Projects, DH Lawrence
Birthplace Museum, DH Lawrence Manuscripts
and Special Collections, DH Lawrence Research
Centre, an international publisher specialising
in graphic literary adaptations, SelfMadeHero,
and four education partners. These partners
worked collaboratively over 10 months with
the aim of making literary heritage more
accessible, understood and enjoyed by young
people through education, creativity and
celebration. Project participants, called young
creators, were supported by heritage educators
and artist-mentors to learn new research
skills, and explore Eastwood and Lawrence’s
literary, cultural and social heritage. As Comic
Ambassadors, the project was designed to enlist
the young people to promote a new exhibition
and community engagement programme at
the DH Lawrence Birthplace Museum. During
this period, they were asked to share what
they found inspiring and explain how they
brought the heritage to life through their
comic creations.

A major purpose was to encourage more
young people to visit and engage with the DH
Lawrence Birthplace museum. The project
culminated in a two-day youth symposium to
celebrate the young creators’ achievements,
to share learning and to provide heritage
organisations with the opportunity to engage
creatively with young people. Drawing on the
expertise of literary-house museums, this
project aimed to build a sense of place in the
minds of young people, who were encourage to
understand Nottingham’s industrial, agricultural
and natural landscapes as well as the city’s
reputation for rebellion, radicalism, social
justice and free expression. Many of these
qualities were demonstrated in the literary
works of Lawrence.
The social and cultural importance of the project
is made clear in the original application to the
HLF since, as one of England’s most deprived
cities, poverty is an issue. Correspondingly,
schools report a lack of engagement with
the city’s literary heritage and provide an
assessment of barriers to access which
this project is designed to overcome: lack
of opportunity, fear of unfamiliar cultures,
insecurity about entering literary spaces and
negative perceptions of literary venues. Prior
to this project, the DH Lawrence museum

reported very low take-up of its educational
offer by schools. In this sense – and given the
competition from literary venues associated
with canonical writers such as Shakespeare
or Jane Austen – the project team wanted to
overcome a widespread lack of engagement
with the region’s rich literary heritage.
Among the approaches adopted was to select
24 young people from Hall Park Academy school
(although the student lists show 21 names with
a drop-out rate of 20%). This cohort underwent
a structured programme of heritage learning,
artistic creation, publishing distribution and
promotion of the values and activities enabled
by the project. The programme had specific
aims, focusing on DH Lawrence and extending
to class, community and nonconformity, sex
and censorship, masculinity and feminist, war
and pacifism, nationalism, fascism, communism,
radical publishing and pamphleteering.
The larger aims of this project were ambitiously
and boldly stated. The benefit to heritage would
be to interpret and explain Nottingham’s literary
heritage through publications that appeal to
young readers. These were to be distributed to
schools and libraries. Creative workshops and
taster open days were designed to assist the
process of making heritage more accessible.

In the meantime the project aimed to promote
more such activity through educational
intervention, as well as to share learning and
outcomes with literature housemuseums. The
investment in people was also clear: the project
developed skills through its programme with
the young people, and was designed to equip
participants to champion heritage and literature.
The thinking behind young champions was that
children and young people can best understand
how to make Nottingham’s literary heritage
more appealing to their peers. All activities
were designed to promote enjoyment and
appreciation of literary heritage and to increase
civic pride.
Project beneficiaries were identified as young
people aged 14-25 (60% from low income
backgrounds), professional authors, secondary
school teachers, heritage curators and museum
professionals. Indirect beneficiaries were
identified as young readers, young visitors and
the local Eastwood community.
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Project evaluation
The Eastwood Comics Programme
Artist lesson plans were impressively
detailed, showing impeccable planning. The
plans themselves suggest that the cohort of
young creators (lists show that there were 21
programme participants rather than 24) were
thoroughly inducted into the life and times
of DH Lawrence. Lesson plans show that the
programme was founded on close readings
and interpretation of poems and excerpts from
Lawrence’s works.

(given to the participants to complete) did
consistently misspell non-conformity (“noneconformity”), but this was corrected for the
DH Lawrence Birthplace Museum exhibition.
All other planning was robust, stimulating,
wellconsidered and beautifully illustrated.
The work on Lawrence was, understandably,
celebratory. It could be worth exploring the
scope for critical interpretations of Lawrence as
well as positive ones.

These plans also showed that the young people
were required to independently select individual
works by Lawrence and to consider a broad
range of social contexts: local dialect, radicalism,
free-expression, gender, class and all the other
themes that were highlighted in the initial bid
to HLF. In addition, elements of storytelling
(research, characterisation, plotting and story
structure) as well as comic-book techniques –
including storyboarding - were covered by the
programme in considerable detail. There was
lots of time allocated to troubleshooting comic
storylines and this combination of research,
writing craft and artistic input was ideal for the
output that was envisaged. Planning sheets

The programme was also demanding: homework
was set which required considerable discipline,
dedication and focus by project participants.
Although the participants were urged to
commit to high levels of independent working,
homework of this nature may have required
support at home and it is unclear whether those
who dropped out (20% of the cohort) had the
necessary support at home. This may be an
issue when engaging students who are living in
low-income households and who may lack the
facilities or support at home due to parental
working hours or capacity to offer the required
level of input.

Record-keeping on this project was generally
excellent. Programme tutors kept detailed notes
on how the young people were responding to
Lawrence’s work and developing their artistic
ideas. This provides an invaluable record of how
individual pupils and students can be supported
to respond and interpret Lawrence according
to their own interests as part of refining
their creative thinking skills and developing
their craft. It is clear that participants were
very closely mentored throughout the
process, although it is doubtful – from the
photographic evidence and from the names
and biographies of the cohort – that the group
was sufficiently diverse in class and race terms
to match the ambitions of the project. This
is potentially a concern. For my own project
- ‘Colonial Countryside: National Trust Houses
Reinterpreted’ – I asked schools explicitly not
to choose their gifted and talented pupils. As a
result, the 100 participants were very diverse
and many pupils amazed their teachers with
writing of real quality, showing the latent
talent of those who are statistically less likely
to be perceived as able pupils. Unconscious
bias in decisions about pupils’ potential can

be legislated against by directing selectors of
groups to avoid at least solely focusing on the
“obviously” gifted and talented pupils.
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Project evaluation
Symposium
Symposium planning was recorded in files that
were passed on to the evaluator. It is unclear to
what extent the symposium was co-produced by
the young creators. Their names do not appear
against any of the tasks for the day, but then
presumably they were busy as delegates. No
planning documents suggest that the sessions
were decided upon collaboratively.
Day one offered a variety of workshops aimed
at a wide range of children from primary and
secondary schools across the city. These
included Chatsworth, which ran a session
to support an exhibition planned for 2020,
Newstead Abbey, which piloted a creative
writing workshop, and a Romantic Poetry
workshop. In addition, a session was run by the
William Booth Birthplace Museum. This shows
that the workshops were distinctive, although
the project team could have directed museum
and heritage representatives to consider the
region’s colonial and global connections. Since
Newstead Abbey has slavery connections, it
would have been good to see more of a focus on
colonial history than on Byron’s pets. Moreover,
Nottingham has considerable black histories.

Nottingham Black Archives had a stall but were
not listed as invitees. Its director, Panya Banjoko
might otherwise have presented a session
which broadened out the focus on locale to
consider its global connections. MuseumAnd
was not invited either, but is black-led and
based in Nottingham, focusing on African and
Caribbean histories. Nottingham Black Archives
presumably approached the project team to
have a stall in response to wider advertising,
which is to its credit but experts such as these
could have shaped the programme if some sort
of partnership had been forged. It is important
that pupils are given access to the widest
possible sense of local history and heritage as
it inevitably interacts with the rest of the world,
although the William Booth Museum did tell
some of its global stories by showing maps and
pointing out Salvation Army connections. The
Bronte Museum had also recently done work on
Yorkshire’s plantation economy and the black
Heathcliff with the author Caryl Phillips, curated
by the spoken word organisation Renaissance
One, and it might have been good to provide
new perspectives on the ways in which literature
interacts with British imperial history. This

expertise would, ideally, have helped to shape
the programme to think about inclusive and
side-lined histories of the region. Nonetheless,
sessions were clearly enjoyable and relevant to
the region. In summary, regions are commonly
seen in isolation from global processes,
especially with industrial history, yet these
global connections are precisely what might
open out the region in the minds of pupils with
a family heritage that reaches beyond British
shores.
Reflective commentary from day one shows
that there were clear benefits for museum
professionals, as with the William Booth
Museum, which did enhance networking
opportunities for the sole curator of that
museum, whose insights into working with
volunteers was positively received by other
museum professionals who stated that they
would take forward some of these suggestions
and strategies into their own practice.
Day Two included keynote talks focused
on making museums relevant to young
people by speaking about Byron’s sexuality,

enabling activities related to climate change
(Newstead Abbey) and supporting childled tours (Shakespeare Birthplace Trust). It
was also good to see that the Shakespeare
Birthplace Trust included child participants to
give voice to their experience. The Eastwood
Comics panel involved the main partners and
a student, although it is always good practice
to give children a platform and it would be
good to see one or more school pupils in
the panel itself. Good practice, however, was
evident in the inclusion of Young City of
Literature Ambassadors, who were given a
platform to summarise morning sessions.
These five young people identified the themes
of accessibility, social justice, sexuality and
relevance, emphasising the importance of
side-lined histories for engaging marginalized
groups (again justifying more emphasis on
the region’s connections to empire and to
the rest of the world). They also produced a
Manifesto for Change, which picks up on some
of these themes: ‘We want heritage to tell the
truth. The truth of all sides, all backgrounds
and all perspectives. Inclusive history.’ At a
moment where museums are discussing how to
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decolonise their interpretation of heritage, this
seems pertinent to work of this nature, since
global history is powerfully resonant when seen
through a local history lens.
It was anticipated that 600 young people would
attend the symposium. This was probably an
impossible ambition. In fact 6 schools attended
day one, bringing 84 pupils, 12 teachers (instead
of 40), 12 presenters and 9 heritage/museum
organisations. This falls short of the promised
figures. Yet the impact of the symposium
was evident. School evaluations showed that
teachers and pupils enjoyed day one and
that they considered it very well organised.
There was lots of praise for the facilitators,
their expertise and their welcoming attitude.
Teachers stated in feedback forms that they
will promote peer-to-peer learning and freewriting activities as a result of the symposium
workshops. They also expressed appreciation
for the technique of combining literature with
learning about heritage and reported a likely
change in their own approaches to the topic
in the classroom. Hearteningly, one school
said that it will now arrange visits to two of the
participating museums. This was a major aim for
the day, although it is too early to say whether
the project has significantly increased young
people’s engagement with its collections and
spaces. The feedback on workshop sessions
was positive, but opinion was divided for the
question ‘How far did the sessions improve

your children’s knowledge of their local and
regional heritage?’ A slight majority answered ‘a
great deal’, but a substantial minority answered
‘somewhat’ or ‘slightly.’ However, there is no
doubt that enjoyment levels were high, with
schools answering ‘a great deal’ to the question
of whether pupils enjoyed learning about their
local heritage. In addition, schools reported that
the event made the children more likely to take
risks in terms of their preparedness to try new
experiences.
Day Two saw 107 attendees, including 24
speakers and 4 volunteers. These are impressive
numbers, and the project team should be proud
of having attracted this level of interest for a
symposium about literary heritage. Feedback
from the sessions on Day Two demonstrated
high levels of satisfaction and enjoyment. The
comments were largely positive – emphasising
inspiring practice and take-away learning –
although one concern was raised about the
Salvation Army (along the lines of its historical
opposition to LGBT rights). By contrast, most
sessions were highly praised.
Given the ambitious aims of the project,
too many of the project aims rested on the
symposium itself, especially its plans to reach
600 young people in ways that would deepen
engagement with literary heritage. This
was somewhat allayed by the DH Lawrence
Birthplace Museum open days, in which young

people attended artist-led days. It was clear that
attendees felt welcome and that the museum
staff had been extremely hospitable (there were
multiple appreciative mentions of the food that
was provided). Reflections on the open days (27
people attended) suggest that half days might
be more popular in future. Meanwhile, the DH
Lawrence Birthplace Museum estimated that
the public art installation in Eastwood town will
have been seen by at least 10,000 passers-by.
Seeing does not represent engagement, but
nonetheless, the public artwork was a good
idea. The Eastwood Comics exhibition by the
DH Lawrence Birthplace Museum consisted of
6 panels displaying the work that was produced
by the young creators. 298 people attended this
exhibition, which has now moved to Hall Park
Academy and will be seen by pupils, staff and
parents associated with the school. 63 people
attended the comic launch, which represents
a strong turnout (consistent, say, with average
audience numbers at popular spoken word
events). However, one vital outcome is that of
successful confidence-building amongst the
young creators. One attendee observed: ‘I saw
a group of teenagers who felt valued…the
signings [of their comics] validated their work –
as did hosting the launch in such a prestigious
location.’ The deepest impact of this project
has emerged from the programme and in
close mentoring of the young people. Parents’
comments suggest that the key project aims
were all realised in those young people who

completed the programme.
Parents stated that their children were now
thinking of studying illustration at University,
and another parent said of a daughter that the
project did indeed have the effect of ‘making her
proud of where she comes from.’
So far, 868 copies of the comics have been
distributed. This falls short of the 2000 copies
which were promised, but plans are afoot to
send promotional materials to all secondary
schools in Nottingham, Nottingham City
Libraries, Inspire Culture, Hall Park Academy,
Eastwood Youth Groups, community centres
and universities.
This is a very organised project and great care
was taken to acknowledge the funder, HLF, on all
online and printed materials connected to the
project. There was also coverage of the project
by the Nottingham Post and the symposium
was advertised in MeetInNottingham. Social
media engagement for this project could
potentially be improved upon. The Twitter
account for Nottingham City of Literature has
a strong following (5,155 followers) and in
theory provided a good platform for Eastwood
Comics, linking with followers who are likely to
be inclined to appreciate work of this nature.
Impressions did increase considerably during
the symposium, but impressions are not a good
indicator of engagement. The screenshots of
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top tweets show very small numbers of retweets
(4 or 5 for the top tweets) and the project’s top
tweet had 1 link click, 3 hashtag clicks, 1 detail
expand and 1 profile click. The #OurStories
and #EastWoodComics hashtags also had
only modest engagement. There is scope for
doing more here. Young people sometimes
excel at social media. Moreover, adeptness
at social media is an important consideration
for young artists, who will have to be adept at
championing artistic works on social media.
Social media training for all (perhaps with an
element of reverse mentoring for museums
and heritage professionals) would be a good
tactic, enabling pupils to lead on promoting arts
projects like this on Instagram and Snapchat,
which are popular with this age group. Twitter
is largely used by an older cohort, although
this should not prohibit training in how to use
it, as it is a powerful networking tool which has
been adopted by many young climate change
activists. Website analytics show that there
were 704 unique views of webpages about the
project, which is a good figure.
My estimate is that around 1,500 people
engaged with this project. This again falls short
of the proposed figures and, whilst this project’s
record-keeping is otherwise excellent - records
were not kept of the social background of those
who engaged with the project. This is a shame,
since it was a core promise of the project that
60% of those who engaged would come from

low-income backgrounds. If the wider aims of
the project and its legacy are realised, then
this information would allow a full assessment
of the project’s effectiveness in encouraging
sustained engagement by young people from all
backgrounds with the city’s literary heritage.
Arts Award training and achievement has not
been fully realised. The plan was to deliver it
in partnership with the Mighty Creatives, but
the barrier to achieving this was the teachers’
lack of capacity at the project’s lead school. It
is important to cost in support for this in future
projects.
None of these criticisms should detract from
the value and impressiveness of this project.
The challenges in this work are immense and
this project has made major headway through
its clever design and vision for the city.
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Evaluation Methodology

The documentation that was provided to
me as evaluator includes lesson plans,
powerpoint slides, symposium planning
documents, reflective commentaries by project
partners following key events, evaluation
forms, summaries of qualitative responses by
participants, social media analytics (including
unique visits to webpages) and information
about media coverage. Telephone conferences
were also held with the project team and, in
December 2019, with the project partners. I
was scheduled to attend the symposium but
was unfortunately unable to go because of a 7
day illness. As a result, the project lead sent me
detailed project documentation.
Though celebratory in tone, the reflective
commentary by project partners and the
project team allowed me to gauge levels of
preparedness to assess as objectively as
possible the virtues and challenges associated
with Eastwood Comics. It was invaluable in
assessing how far there is a readiness to
promote honest consideration of ways to
improve for project partners as well as for those
who wish to learn from the experience of this

project in carrying forward new collaborative,
heritage and literature-focused ventures.
Having examined the language in which these
evaluations were written, it was clear from the
celebratory tone that there was a high degree of
commitment to the project’s success and image,
but nonetheless, I paid close attention to the
frequency of instances where challenges were
discussed and possible solutions provided. I was
therefore satisfied that evaluation materials
provided an open and honest assessment of
the activities that had been undertaken. It was
noted, for example, that the organisers of the
symposium underestimated the degree to
which museums and heritage organisations
in the region were already collaborating. The
regularity of such comments was noted in order
to reach an assessment of the accuracy of
evaluative documents.
Close reading of lesson plans and powerpoint
slides associated with the artistic programme
allowed me to assess to degree of preparatory
work undertaken by the tutors (which I judged
to be considerable) and to determine whether
the lesson content matched the proposed

content in the application to HLF. Included in
these files were homework tasks, which allowed
me to glean how much homework was set and
whether this homework similarly accorded
with the project aims. Detailed scrutiny of
this material allowed me to conclude that the
participants in the programme had been well
and truly versed in all the promised themes
associated with DH Lawrence, since the plans
clearly showed that poems and excerpts had
been shared with the group, and that the
themes had been explained to, and explored by,
the participants throughout the process.
Symposium planning was all recorded in files
that were passed on to the evaluator. Accounts
of symposium planning were relatively skeletal
and it was not possible to judge from this data
whether or not the young creators had been
closely involved in planning, or promoting the
symposium. Further evidence would be required
to assess this properly. All other documentation
(as listed in the opening paragraph of this
section) did allow me to crossreference it with
the aims and objectives that were stated in
the original bid to see if the project delivery

matched these closely or not.
I studied attendance reports and numbers for
all project events and compared these with
the promised target numbers. Once again, I
was not provided with evidence of participants’
backgrounds and this made it difficult to assess
whether the aim that 60% of participants would
come from low-income households. However,
when I added up the attendance figures, these
enabled me to compare the intended participant
numbers with the actual numbers.
Finally, I read the social media analytics, reports
of media coverage and reports of unique visits
for project webpages. I examined relevant
Twitter profiles and project hashtags as well as
scrutinising top tweets to check their statistics,
since Twitter impressions are not an accurate
measure of engagement. I also explored
photographs of events to cross-check audience
numbers, participants’ self-presentation,
exhibition images and other photographic
evidence.
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Recommendations
Participation in the project
There is no doubt that the Eastwood Comics
project had broad, sustainable benefits for
all those who participated in the project
programme and activities. The project sincerely
promoted awareness of literary responses to
class. Nonetheless, the evidence does not show
whether or not the project achieved its core
aim of engaging 60% of participants from lowincome households.
Confidential equal opportunities monitoring
would allow projects to assess whether
the initial selection of project participants
meets the criteria for selection (in this case,
representation from low-income households)
and to develop strategies early on for
avoiding over-representation from
privileged groups.
Equal opportunities monitoring would also
allow for a fuller assessment of the projects’
effectiveness in achieving this important aim.
In addition, projects which make high demands
of participants (albeit for very good reasons)
by setting extensive homework or independent
working tasks should assess the potential risk

of asking too much from participants who may
lack the facility or support at home or lack the
required level of support to work independently
at a young age.
A second recommendation relates to
engagement with this project by BAME
participants. There is a risk that those who
select pupils with talent or gifts are not immune
to unconscious bias in their selections and
it may be worth considering whether people
involved in the selection process should be
directed – wherever possible – to choose the
most diverse cohort (in terms of class and
race) without pre-judging latent ability, since
there is a great deal of difference between
performance (what is apparent) and ability
(what is latent). This strategy – for example
asking teachers specifically not to choose pupils
who were considered gifted and talented - was
used by the Colonial Countryside project, in
which working-class and BAME pupils produced
work of high quality and also successfully
persuaded the National Trust to make its
connections to empire clear to
the public.

A related recommendation is to consider how
the region’s heritage is connected to empire
specifically and the world more generally.
Newstead Abbey, the William Booth Museum
and the Bronte Parsonage could all have been
more explicitly directed to include global
connections in their sessions to increase the
relevance and resonance of sessions for BAME
pupils. Regions are commonly seen in isolation
from global processes, especially with regard
to industrial history, yet these connections are
precisely what might open out the region in
the minds of pupils with a family heritage that
reaches beyond British shores.
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Recommendations
Project reach and significance
Eastwood Comics is a successful project. It did
not reach the promised participant numbers, nor
did it demonstrably reach a fully representative
Nottingham demographic. Given the enormity
of this task and the very real challenges that it
poses, this is unsurprising.
It is therefore important to state that the
Eastwood Comics project provided numerous,
clever entry points into its work. Inevitably
there were differing levels of engagement with
it. The symposium was important, but it should
not be expected to deliver too much. Symposia
are effective for networking and sharing good
practice more than vehicles for embedding
long-term engagement with literary heritage,
civic pride and engagement with museums.
It is also recommended that future projects
concentrate on the primary school sector,
since there is both the capacity (in terms of
curriculum and time), especially in year 5, to
engage with projects of this nature. Starting
earlier may increase project reach and also
help to build sustainable engagement with
a younger cohort.

A final recommendation is that social media
is fully exploited as a means of reaching and
engaging large audiences. Young people are
sometimes adept at using social media and are
familiar with the platforms most frequented
by their peers. There is scope for reverse
mentoring of project teams by children. There is
also scope for building social media training into
projects of this nature, not least because artists
have to promote their endeavours (and those of
their peers) on social media.

